Vision247 and Amino partner to deliver ‘TV as it should be’
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•Vision247 and Amino to deliver OTT multiscreen TV to the home, the tablet and the smartphone
•" Complete Cloud-based OTT multiscreen platform delivers a consistent user experience for multiscreen
devices "
•Joint showcase of Vision247’s Perception™ platform on Amino STBs at IBC

London/Cambridge, 2nd September 2014 – Vision247 (http://www.vision247.com) and Amino
(http://www.aminocom.com) have partnered to offer ISPs, telecommunications service providers and content
aggregators a fully scalable platform that delivers an intuitive and easy-to-use OTT multiscreen
experience across mobile, online and TV screens.
Ooyala’s Video Index reports that “mobile and tablet video viewing has increased by a factor of ten
in the past two years, now accounting for 19% of all online video plays, with the share set to double in
2014.” The partnership between Vision247 and Amino enables service providers to quickly take advantage
of this trend with the rapid roll out of an integrated platform that delivers seamless Internet TV
experiences to any screen.
Perception™ from Vision247
Perception™ (http://perception.tv/) delivers a complete OTT multiscreen TV service with live TV
viewing, catch up, video on demand and a personal video recorder in the Cloud. New entrants to the TV
market and TV incumbents wishing to roll out profitable new services can offer multiscreen Internet TV
packages across smartphones, tablets and Amino’s set top boxes (STB).
Perception™ provides these TV services through a single, easy-to-use and intuitive user interface that
can be easily branded by the operator.
Amino A150 IPTV/OTT STB
Amino’s A150 IPTV/OTT STB combines the company’s reputation for quality with improved performance,
enhanced user experiences and latest OTT/HTML5 features. The A150 is an ideal STB to power main TVs in
OTT multiscreen deployments, enabling a consistent HTML5-based user interface across TV, mobile and
online.
Donald McGarva, CEO of Amino, says: “The partnership with Vision247 further expands our offering to
address the rapidly emerging opportunity for Cloud-based OTT multiscreen platforms. The combination of
Amino STBs and Perception™ offers customers a complete, field-proven, scalable OTT multiscreen platform
with a consistent user experience across mobile, online and the TV screen.”
John Mills, CEO of Vision247 says: “The Perception™ platform delivers TV as it should be –
intuitive, personalised and with all your viewing in a single user experience whether you’re watching
on your TV, mobile or tablet. Amino shares this vision to deliver high quality OTT multiscreen television
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services to the home and beyond. Combining Perception™ with Amino’s award winning range of STBs
enables us to present a complete and fully integrated multiscreen platform to new markets and
customers.”
To see the Perception™/Amino demonstration at IBC 2014 please contact chris@xl-comms.com
-endsNotes for editors
The Vision247 Perception™ platform supports delivery to the following environments:
•Telecommunications provider set-top boxes
•All Android version 2.3 or later phones and tablets
•All Android Google TV set-top boxes and television sets
•All iOS version 5 or later phones, tablets and iPods
Hi-res Perception™/Amino images can be downloaded here
(https://www.dropbox.com/sh/v7ss5sgc343oftt/AAAR9Ks3UVCoAPiDwn0n3PPHa?dl=0)
About VISION247
Vision247 is a high growth media technology and content distribution company providing end to end
solutions to television channels, content owners, mobile and fixed operators and ISPs.
In 2013 Vision247 created Perception™, a complete and fully scalable multiscreen IPTV platform, with
industry-leading cloud-based features, designed for operators and ISPs that require a commercially
flexible and rapidly deployable solution.
Its services also include satellite playout, studio facilities, multiscreen and OTT IPTV services, smart
TV and mobile apps.
Headquartered in London and with offices in Dubai, UAE, Vision247 creates innovative, compelling TV and
video services for connected audiences worldwide. www.vision247.com
For further information on Vision247 contact:
Chris Bignell
XL Communications Ltd
Call: + 44 (0)7834 020460
Email: chris@xl-comms.com
About Amino
Amino Communications is an IPTV and OTT innovator – bringing new entertainment products and solutions
to a global market. With over 850 customers in 85 countries – and over five million devices sold –
Amino’s award-winning solutions are deployed by major network operators and service providers
worldwide. Amino’s speed-to-market, agility and leading-edge technology has secured important
partnerships with global vendors, including Intel®, to deliver the rich entertainment experience
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consumers are demanding.
Amino Communications is a wholly owned subsidiary of Amino Technologies plc and listed on the London
Stock Exchange Alternative Investment Market (AIM: symbol AMO). It is headquartered near Cambridge, in
the UK, with offices in the US and China.
For further information on Amino contact:
Colin Ashcroft
Head of Marketing Communications, Amino
Mob: +44 7775 806456
E-mail: cashcroft@aminocom.com
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